Many objects in space are passive, with unknown inertial properties. If attempting to dock autonomously to an uncooperative object (one not equipped with working sensors or actuators), a motion model is required to predict the location of the desired docking location into the future. Additionally, for cooperative satellites that failed to deploy hardware, accurate knowledge of the object's principal axes and inertia ratios may aid in diagnosing the problem. This paper develops algorithms for estimation of the analytical motion model, principal axes, and inertia ratios of a passive on-orbit object. The polhode of the object is estimated visually (for uncooperative targets) or with gyroscopes (for cooperative targets). Estimation of the principal axes is performed by calculating the body frame orientation for which ellipses and hyperbolas optimally fit the projections of the polhode onto the principal planes. Given the polhode in the object's body frame, constraints are used to restrict the feasible inertia ratios to a single degree of freedom. Constrained optimization is then used to estimate the inertia ratios. The algorithms are validated using visual and gyroscope data from the SPHERES-VERTIGO test platform on the ISS and visual data from simulation. The special orthogonal (rotation) group
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I. Introduction
Many objects in space such as orbital debris, defunct satellites, and natural objects, are passive, unknown, and/or uncooperative, meaning that they have unknown inertial properties and/or appearance, and may not be equipped with working sensors or actuators. There are several reasons to want to visit these objects with an observer satellite (a.k.a. inspector): to deorbit or deflect dangerous debris; to inspect and/or repair defunct satellites; or to observe, sample, or extract resources from natural objects such as asteroids and comets. After performing orbital rendezvous with the object (a.k.a. target), a mission designed to accomplish one of the aforementioned objectives will typically involve observing the target object from a safe distance, acquiring information and planning the subsequent phases of the mission.
In order to plan a path which arrives at the docking or grasping location at the correct time in the future, knowledge of the target's center of mass and rotational motion model is required. Following docking, the inspector must fire its thrusters to remove angular momentum of the combined inspector-target system. This task can be aided by knowledge of the target's principal axes, inertia ratios, and normalized angular momentum. Therefore, there exists a need for remote estimation of the motion model and inertial properties for passive, uncooperative targets.
Additionally, for cooperative satellites that failed to deploy or partially deployed hardware such as solar panels, sensor measurements from gyroscopes and star tracker measurements may be available. In this case, accurate knowledge of the target's principal axes and inertia ratios may aid in diagnosing the problem. It is preferable that any methodology for the estimation of the inertial
properties not require large fuel expenditure. Therefore, there also exists a need for the passive determination of a cooperative satellite's inertial properties.
Masutani et al. [1] describe a procedure for extracting the parameters required for analytic prediction of rotational motion of an unknown passive tumbling satellite given several observations of the herpolhode (the target's angular velocity profile in inertial space) from an inertially static camera. Finite differencing of rotational motion is used to measure the angular velocity over time.
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to extract the periodicity of angular velocity evolution, and a series of techniques is used to solve for parameters similar to inertia ratios and orientation of the principal axes. Hillenbrand et al. [2] , like Masutani et al. [1] , use finite differencing of rotational motion estimates from an inertially static camera to estimate parameters for prediction of rotational motion. Unlike Masutani et al., Hillenbrand et al. attempt to estimate the entire inertia matrix and employ numerical integration in place of an analytic model.
Lichter, in his PhD thesis [3] , obtains 3D point clouds from a team of static inspectors surrounding an unknown tumbling object. This data allows his algorithm to quickly build an occupancy-grid based map and calculate a geometric center as well as "principal geometric axes". An unscented
Kalman filter (UKF) is used to recursively estimate the target's geometric frame orientation, inertial angular velocity, a quaternion parameterization of inertia ratios, and relative orientation of the true principal axes to the principal geometric axes. A linear Kalman filter is used in parallel for estimation of the translation variables.
Scheinfeld et al. [4] use a batch least-squares technique to estimate the center of mass and inertia ratios of a tumbling satellite. Critical to their solution is a means of measuring the angular rate of the target satellite in its principal axes, which will only be available for known targets.
Augenstein, in his PhD thesis [5] and follow-on paper [6] , estimates the orientation, angular velocity, translation to, and map of a tumbling target with a monocular camera using a hybrid Aghili et al. [8, 9] use a LiDAR sensor to obtain a point cloud from a known but tumbling target. The iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm is used to match the point cloud to a 3D CAD model of the target to determine the relative pose from camera to target. The dynamic properties are assumed unknown and are estimated in an extended Kalman filter (EKF). In full, the EKF estimates the relative position, velocity, and orientation of the target relative to the inspector, and the body angular velocities, ratios of inertia, principal axes, and position of the center of mass of the target. The EKF treats the ratios of inertia, principal axes of inertia, and position of the center of mass of the target as constants, but neglects the opportunity to represent the target's underlying rotational dynamics using a motion model. The filtering technique uses numerical integration of the differential equations to propagate the mean between time steps.
Tweddle, in his PhD thesis [10] , uses a stereo vision sensor to obtain sparse 3D landmarks of a tumbling target satellite. The inspector satellite is considered inertially static, and a factor graph formulation is used to solve a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem with inverted dynamics (i.e., static camera and moving scene). Variable nodes in the factor graph are created for the state of the target at each image acquisition, containing its position, velocity, orientation, and angular velocity. Variable nodes, including the inertia ratios, the orientation of the principal axes, and the center of mass of the target are added into the factor graph, and solved using a modified version of the incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) algorithm. Unlike previous researchers, Tweddle recognized that the inertia ratios only have two degrees of freedom, and defined them using two parameters with an intuitive interpretation as a Gaussian random variable. However, this parameterization allowed inertia ratios to take any value greater than zero and did not incorporate physical limitations on the inertia ratios imposed by the triangle inequality. Tweddle's algorithms were validated aboard the International Space Station (ISS) using the SPHERES-VERTIGO test platform [11] .
Therefore, previous researchers have performed inertial properties estimation using explicit comparison of observations with the analytically predicted herpolhode or implicit comparison of observations with the numerically predicted polhode. When a tumbling object undergoes multi-axis rotation, its inertial frame angular velocity (i.e., herpolhode) commonly remains nearly constant;
however, for the same tumbling object, its body frame angular velocity (i.e., polhode) will vary widely throughout the spin. Therefore, the signal (angular velocity variation) to measurement noise ratio attainable using a polhode commonly exceeds that attainable using a herpolhode. Predicting the polhode numerically is more computationally demanding than predicting it analytically; when embedded in an inertial properties optimization algorithm, the computational burden can be dramatically reduced by using analytical predictions. This paper addresses both of the aforementioned deficiencies in previous work by estimating the principal axes and inertia ratios of a passive object using explicit comparison of an observed and analytically predicted polhode.
An overview of the approach taken in this paper is shown in Figure 1 . The first step is to estimate the target's angular velocity. On uncooperative targets, this estimate is obtained visually, but for cooperative targets, estimates may be obtained using measurements from onboard orthogonal gyroscopes and a star tracker. The rotation is then classified as single or multi-axis. In the singleaxis case, a motion model is obtained immediately, whereas in the multi-axis case, the principal axes and inertia ratios must be estimated first. Fig. 1 An overview of the approach taken in this paper.
Inertial Properties Estimation
II. Background
A. Rotation
Rotation matrices are defined by how they change the frame in which a vector is expressed (i.e.,
A R A t) and are composed using multiplication:
Angle-axis vectors θ = θ a represent both the magnitude and direction of the rotation, where θ is the angle of rotation, and a is the unit vector along the axis of rotation. The ∧ operator creates a skew-symmetric matrix from an angle-axis vector, whereas the ∨ operator performs the reverse operation. The ∧ operator has the following useful properties.
Rotation in three dimensions exists on a manifold called the rotation group SO(3) and has three degrees of freedom. Although three parameter representations always contain a singularity, they are commonly used for representing uncertainty and performing optimization near the identity rotation. For these applications, the exponential and logarithmic maps can be used to map from angle-axis vectors θ to rotation matrices R (so(3) ⇒ SO(3)) or rotation matrices R to angle-axis vectors θ (SO(3) ⇒ so(3)) respectively, where so(3) is a subspace of R 3 inside the ball of radius π (i.e., θ ∈ R 3 , θ < π). The exponential map is given as follows:
where Exp (θ) is used herein as a short form notation for the matrix exponential exp (θ ∧ ), and the linearization is given by I 3 + θ ∧ . Useful properties for algebraic manipulation of the exponential map are given below [12] .
The logarithmic map is given as follows:
where Log (R) is used herein as a short form notation for the angle-axis vector log (R) ∨ . Small angleaxis vectors δθ ∈ so(3) can be used to perturb the rotation or to represent the error in rotation R with respect to the ground truth value R. Vectors δθ can be sampled from a Gaussian distribution with covariance Σ R to represent uncertainty in rotation with respect to the mean value R.
B. Attitude Kinematics of an Object in Space
A resident space object is considered passive herein when it is free from external forces and torques of sufficient magnitude to significantly disrupt its motion during the period of observation.
On-orbit, a passive object will undergo predictable rotational motion based on its initial angular velocity and inertia tensor. This section summarizes analytic solutions for the angular velocity and orientation (derived in [13] [14] [15] ) for all possible types of on-orbit passive rotational motion.
Define the target object's body frame as B, located at its center of mass and aligned with its principal axes of inertia; define a world frame W whose origin is coincident with the body's center of mass but is rotationally inertial. Herein, a normalized angular momentum tensor J is used.
The object's normalized angular momentum h (with magnitude h) and kinetic energy E k form ellipsoids in the space of body angular velocities
All valid angular velocities lie at the intersection of the angular momentum ellipsoid H and energy ellipsoid E . This intersection is referred to as the polhode. Herein the inertia ratios are ordered so Tri-Axial Symmetry (T A) :
Fully-Symmetric (FS) :
The principal inertia ratios must also satisfy the triangle inequalities [13, pp. 44] .
Three categories of energy states can also be defined based on the relationship between angular momentum h, kinetic energy E k , and ratio of inertia J 2 .
Low Energy Case (LE) :
Medium Energy Case (ME) :
High Energy Case (HE) : The rotational motion of a passive rigid body is called the Euler-Poinsot problem and has an analytic solution for both angular velocity and orientation in all cases [14, 15] .
Single-Axis Rotation
For single-axis rotations, the body angular velocity B ω B is constant, and the orientation W B R at time t depends only on the initial orientation
R and the angular velocity (
Multi-Axis Rotation
Multi-axis rotations with tri-axial inertia symmetry have complex kinematics [13] [14] [15] , presented below. Firstly, the maximum angular velocity along each body axis is determined [14] .
for LE and ME
for ME and HE
The solution for angular velocity is a function of time t and involves the two parameter Jacobi elliptic functions dn, sn, and cn [14] :
T for LE and ME
T for ME and HE (15) where
are sign variables dependent on the choice of principal axes, u = ω P (t − t 0 ), t 0 is the initial time for the Jacobi elliptic functions, and ω P and k are parameters defined below.
In the low energy (LE) case, the body nutates about its major axis, which is the most stable and probable motion. In the medium energy (ME) case, k converges to 1 and the elliptic functions dn, sn, and cn become the aperiodic hyperbolic equations sech, tanh, and sech respectively; this means the body's angular velocity tends toward a single-axis rotation about its intermediate axis. This motion is the most unstable and unlikely motion. In the high energy case (HE), the body nutates about its minor axis, which is stable if energy remains constant, but will degrade into intermediate axis rotation followed by major axis rotation in the presence of continued energy dissipation.
There are four unique ways in which the constraint s 1 s 2 s 3 = −1 can be satisfied; however, if the choice of body axes is left free, it is always possible to find an orientation which satisfies this constraint [16] . To conform with the convention in [15] , the signs {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } are chosen to be {1, −1, 1} for LE, {1, 1, −1} for ME, and {−1, 1, 1} for HE. From Equation 15 it can be seen that Jacobi elliptic functions dictate the angular velocity in each principal axis. Herein, body axes will in certain instances be referred to by the elliptic function associated with its rotation, as follows.
The orientation of a passive rotating body over time is deterministic in the torque-free case and has been solved for analytically in closed form by Hurtado et al. [15] . Here, a coordinate frame H is defined, with angular momentum h along the x-axis (LE case), the y-axis (ME case), or the z-axis (HE case), and the rotation matrix B H R is solved for as a function of time [15, 16] . Then, the target's orientation W B R can be obtained at any time in the future or past as follows.
Note that time t 0 , the start time for the elliptic functions in Equation 15 , and t = 0, the start of the experiment, are not necessarily equal.
For multi-axis rotations with axis-symmetric inertia symmetry (i.e., AS 1 or AS 3 ), the angular velocity along one body axis remains constant while the angular velocity along the other two body axes varies sinusoidally [14] causing the polhode to trace a "body cone".
The axial and transverse angular velocities ω a and ω t are defined below, as well as the axial and transverse inertia ratios J a and J t .
The body nutation rate
is negative for the AS 1 case and positive for the
For a passive, rotating, axis-symmetric body, there again exists an analytical solution for its orientation as a function of time [14, 16] . Here, an inertial coordinate frame H is defined, with either its x-axis (for the AS 1 case) or its z-axis (for the AS 3 case) aligned with the object's angular momentum vector h. The orientation of the body in the H frame may be found using the quaternion representation of rotation [14, pp. 104 ], converted to a rotation matrix, and used to determine the target's orientation W B R as shown in Equation 18 .
III. Principal Axes Estimation
As stated in Section II B 2, the medium energy state is unstable for passively rotating objects, and multi-axis rotation in this energy state will quickly converge to single-axis rotation. For example, in the tri-axial, medium energy case, shown in Figure 2 , off-axis angular velocities fall to below 0.01%
of their original values within 150 s. Therefore, since it is extremely unlikely that transient multiaxis rotation of a rigid body in a medium energy state will occur during the period of observation, this case is not accounted for herein.
For an uncooperative target, the angular velocity in a target-fixed frame is measured using the trajectory estimation and mapping procedure described in [16] . The rotational results of this smoothing-based estimation procedure are the orientation of an inspector body frame B with respect to an inertially fixed "world" frame W , and the orientation of the same inspector body frame B with respect to an arbitrary target-fixed geometric frame G (see Figure 3) . By convention, the geometric frame's orientation is aligned with the inspector's body frame B at the instant when the first image is taken (i.e., G 0 B0 R = I 3 ) and its origin is at the center of all inlying visual features from the first image. The angular velocity in the target-fixed geometric frame G is then obtained for a set of time steps I = {0, 1, . . . , i, j, . . . , N − 1} using the visually estimated transformation Gi Gj R as follows:
where
, and Σ R G j are the covariance of estimated rotations fixed frame can be measured using three orthogonal gyroscopes aligned with the axes of G, and the measurement covariance is obtained from the sensor specifications.
Principal axes estimation aims to estimate the rotation matrix G B R that describes the rotation from the target's body frame B to its geometric frame G. It is accomplished herein through analysis of the target object's polhode in the arbitrary target-fixed geometric frame G.
A. Single-Axis Conditions
A rigid body will rotate about a single axis when it rotates with medium energy, when it rotates about a principal axis, or when the inertias are all equal. For single-axis rotation, the point polhode has no dependence on the principal axes or the inertia ratios; therefore, the target's inertial properties are unobservable.
Herein, a rotation is classified as single-axis when there is no probabilistically compelling evidence that the motion is multi-axis. Using each sampled angular velocity G ω B i and its covariance
3 is created that encompasses P 1σ = 68.27% of the probability mass (i.e., the 1-σ probability mass of a univariate distribution). This ellipsoid is given by [17, pp. 366 ]:
Evidence of multi-axis rotation is considered probabilistically compelling when the P 1σ ellipsoids of three consecutive angular velocities
Intersection determination is discussed in [16] .
B. Projections of Angular Velocities
By using the definitions of angular momentum ellipsoid H and energy ellipsoid E from Equation 7 and performing the manipulations
, and b 1 -b 3 planes, respectively, can be obtained.
Each of these projections resembles a conic in its canonical form The orientation of the principal axes can then be determined by finding the rotation which provides the best fitting ellipses and/or hyperbolas in each plane. Initially, the fit planar projections are not restricted, and can either be ellipses or hyperbolas. Thus, an intermediate target-fixed frame E is sought that best aligns three conic projections. The optimization seeks the best so(3) vector θ to form a rotation matrix G E R = Exp (θ). Using the direct method for least-squares fitting of ellipses and hyperbolas described in [16] , the problem is formulated as an optimization in θ:
, and λ min is the best hyperbolic or elliptic fit to x and y data arguments. After solving for θ * , the three axes of the orthogonal frame E can be extracted from the rotation matrix
Although the frame E consists of axes in the same directions as those in B, they are not necessarily properly assigned and do not necessarily have the correct sign. Following the estimation of G E R using free conic fits, the best constrained fits to angular velocity in the new frame E (i.e., the lowest cost fits for which two planes are guaranteed to have elliptical fits and one plane is guaranteed to have a hyperbolic fit) is calculated. Typically, the constrained conic fits are identical to the free conic fits; however, this step is necessary to guarantee that subsequent steps produce valid results.
For axis-symmetric inertia symmetry (AS 1 or AS 3 ), the hyperbolic projection (Equation 27) and one of the elliptical projections (Equation 25 or 26) will degenerate into lines with constant ω 1 (for AS 1 ) or ω 3 (for AS 3 ). The remaining elliptical projection will degenerate into a circle in both cases (as shown in Figure 4b ). Despite this degeneration of the conics, the procedure outlined above succeeds in fitting the coordinate frame E. A hyperbola will best fit the linear projection and an ellipse will best fit the circular projection. This observation provides a means of determining whether a given rotation has axis-symmetric inertia symmetry. Firstly, the eccentricity ε C of one of the conic fits must be close to zero (below 0.35 herein), suggesting a circular projection. If present, this "circular plane" is defined as the e 1 -e 2 plane. Further, there must be a hyperbolic fit opening normal to this plane, along e 3 , indicating that the angular velocity is constant along e 3 . If C C1-3 and F C1-3 are coefficients of the canonical hyperbolic fit in the e 1 -e 3 plane, then the inertia symmetry can be determined as follows.
Since two of the inertia ratios are equal under axis-symmetric inertia symmetry, the principal plane e 1 -e 2 is observable, but the specific orientation of e 1 and e 2 is not.
C. Assignment of Body Axes
For rotations with tri-axial inertia symmetry, the first step in properly assigning the axes of frame E to frame B is to designate the "hyperbolic plane" e 1 -e 3 (found by performing the constrained fits in Section III B) as the cn-dn plane. From the properties of the dn(u; k) and cn(u; k) elliptic functions it is known that the hyperbolic fit opens along the dn axis, and does not intersect the cn axis. If −A C1-3 /F C1-3 > 0 and −C C1-3 /F C1-3 < 0, then the hyperbola is an "east-west opening hyperbola" (opens along e 1 axis); if −A C1-3 /F C1-3 < 0 and −C C1-3 /F C1-3 > 0 then the hyperbola is a "north-south opening hyperbola" (opens along e 3 axis). However, since hyperbolas that open east-west or north-south can have identical asymptotes, it is possible to obtain a fit in an erroneous direction. Herein, this ambiguity is resolved using the procedure outlined in [16] . The signs of the dn and cn axes are chosen so that ω dn will always be positive and the initial ω cn will be positive.
For rotations with axis-symmetric inertia symmetry, the normal e 3 to the circular plane e 1 -e 2 identified in Section III B is equivalent to the dn axis identified above. The sign of this axis is again chosen so that ω dn is always positive; the cn axis is chosen arbitrarily to maximize the initial ω cn .
The next step is to determine the energy state of the rotation. As shown in Figure 2 , low energy polhodes circle counter-clockwise about the dn axis, whereas high energy polhodes circle clockwise about the dn axis. The direction of travel of the polhode can be determined using the average dn component of the cross products of consecutive angular velocities.
If dn × is positive, the direction of polhode evolution is counter-clockwise, and the rotation is low energy (LE); if it is negative, the direction of travel is clockwise and the rotation is high energy (HE). Once the energy state is known, the sn axis can be determined, using the conventions in Equation 17 (sn = cn × dn for the LE case, and sn = dn × cn for the HE case).
Finally, with all axes assigned, the rotation matrix G B R from the object's body frame B to geometric frame G can be determined.
IV. Inertia Ratios Estimation
Using the rotation G B R found in Section III, the target's angular velocity can be rotated into the body frame (
In this section, this body frame angular velocity data is then used to estimate the inertia ratios J 1 and J 2 of a passively rotating target object. To fit the inertia ratios to the noisy polhode data, it is desired that the sum of Mahalanobis distances (·)
between the predicted and measured angular velocities be minimized as follows:
T are the fit maximum angular velocities (determined in Section IV A), t I are are the sampling times, and B ω B i is the angular velocity measurement at
A. Inertia Ratio Constraints
Five inequality constraints on feasible inertia ratios are imposed by the inertia ratio convention Convention inequalities:
Triangle inequalities:
An additional inequality constraint is imposed by the energy state, determined in Section III C.
In the low energy case (LE), h 2 ≥ 2E k J 2 , whereas in the high energy case (HE), h 2 < 2E k J 2 . Using the noisy polhode data
T I , the terms h 2 and 2E k can be approximated as follows:
Using this, the line dividing energy cases g E can be found.
This dividing curve is a hyperbola section with variables J 1 and J 2 . The inertia ratio inequality constraints are visualized in Figure 5 . For tri-axial inertia symmetry, equality constraints can be obtained from the conic projections of the polhode onto each body plane performed in Section III. First, consider Equations 25-27 normalized by their final terms.
The set of coefficients
and {A C1-3 , C C1-3 , F C1-3 } (plane b 1 -b 3 ) were found with the best elliptical fits to the polhode (from Section III B). The elliptical fits to planes b 1 -b 2 and b 2 -b 3 reveal the maximum angular velocities by virtue of their semi-major axes as follows.
The denominators in Equations 38-40 can also be approximated through substitution of Equations 35 and 36.
(42)
(43)
Using Equations 42-44, the coefficients α k for k = 1, 2, 3 can be compared with their expressions in terms of J 1 , J 2 , and J 3 from Equations 38-40.
(46)
The only unknown terms in Equations 45-47 are the inertia ratios For axis-symmetric inertia symmetry (identified in Section III B), the same inequality constraints apply. In addition, a linear equality constraint is added to reflect the fact that two inertias are equal.
The equality constraints for axis-symmetric inertia symmetry are illustrated in Figure 6 .
B. Prediction of Body Angular Velocities
The rotation classification (single or multi-axis, axis-symmetric or tri-axial) affects how body angular velocity is predicted herein. For multi-axis, tri-axial rotation, the angular velocities are predicted for time step t i using Equation 15 ; the maximum angular velocities ω 1m , ω 2m , and ω 3m are given by the conic fits determined using Equation 41. Approximations of the parameters ω P and k are found by applying approximations h 2 and 2E k from Equations 35 and 36 to Equation 16 .
For multi-axis, axis-symmetric rotation, the angular velocities are predicted using Equation 19 .
Approximations of the axial angular velocity ω a and transverse angular velocity ω t are found by applying approximations h 2 and 2E k from Equations 35 and 36 to Equation 20 . The body nutation rate ω R is then found using its definition in Section II B 2.
The remaining variable to be solved for in both the tri-axial and axis-symmetric cases is the initial time t 0 . The canonical versions of the the elliptical functions sn and cn and circular functions sin and cos all have ranges from −1 to +1. When calculating the initial time t 0 , it is helpful to normalize each measured angular velocity B ω B i to bring it into its canonical form B ω B C i . Note that for axis-symmetric inertia symmetry, s 1 = s 2 = s 3 = +1.
For tri-axial inertia symmetry, one angular velocity, ω snC , is a function of sn and the other, ω cnC , is a function of cn ({ω snC , ω cnC } = {ω 2C , ω 3C } for LE, and {ω snC , ω cnC } = {ω 2Ci , ω 1Ci } for HE). At time t = t i , the argument u i to the sn(u; k) and cn(u; k) functions is given as follows:
where the initial argument is u 0 = −ω P t 0 , F (u; k) is the elliptic integral of the first kind (the inverse of sn(u; k)), and the collected data begins at time t = 0, not time t = t 0 . Care must be taken to ensure that u i = F (ω snCi ; k) is placed in the correct quadrant. Each sample of angular velocity thus provides an independent measurement u 0i of initial argument u 0 .
Each measurement u 0i can be converted to an equivalent angle using the identities sin φ 0i = sn (u 0i ; k) and cos φ 0i = cn (u 0i ; k) (see Figure 7) .
The mean of all angular arguments φ 0i is then taken by averaging unit vectors [cos (φ 0i ) sin (φ 0i )]
within N σ = 2 standard deviations of the mean. Finally, a consensus value for initial time t 0 can be calculated for tri-axial inertia symmetry.
Care must again be taken to ensure u 0 = F sin φ 0 ; k is placed in the correct quadrant.
(a) (b) Fig. 7 The geometry behind finding t0 for tri-axial (a), and axis-symmetric (b) polhodes.
For axis-symmetric inertia symmetry, one transverse angular velocity, ω sinC , is a function of sin and the other, ω cosC , is a function of cos ({ω sinCi , ω cosCi } = {ω 2Ci , ω 3Ci } for AS 1 , and
. At time t = t i , the argument to the sin and cos functions, φ i is given as follows (see Figure 7 ):
where the initial angle is φ 0 = −ω R t 0 . Each sample of angular velocity thus provides an independent measurement φ 0i of initial angle φ 0 .
within N σ = 2 standard deviations of the mean, producing a consensus value for initial time t 0 .
Given the measured polhode B ω B I , and the sampling times t I , the target's polhode can now be calculated solely as a function of the inertia ratios J 1 and J 2 .
C. Initialization
To obtain an initial estimate for inertia ratios J W ω B I ; these can be obtained using a star tracker in concert with gyroscopes on a cooperative target or visually on an uncooperative target ( , the following optimization can be performed in a linear least-squares manner to obtain an estimate for W ω B .
The magnitude of ω B is 2E k /h = 2E ku /h u , where E ku = I 1 ω with its least-squares value W ω * B at each time step [16] .
Here, n *
T is used to find inertia ratio estimates J 
D. Constrained Optimization
The problem posed in Equation 32 may now be reparameterized into an optimization in the space p ∈ R. For tri-axial inertia symmetry, this is performed by parameterizing the three conic equality constraints α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 in terms of a single variable p [16] . For axis-symmetric inertia symmetry, the following parameterization is used based on the equality constraints in Equation 51.
After parameterization, J 1 and J 2 are functions of p. The domain of p is restricted by applying the inequality constraints from Equations 33, 34, and 37 (g E (p) ≤ 0 (LE case) or g E (p) ≥ 0 (HE case)). and polhodes for the optimal parameters p * . Constraint α 3 produced the lowest cost polhode with estimated inertia ratios J * 1 = 1.2331, J * 2 = 1.1846; the polhode is predicted beyond the time of the final sampled angular velocity t N −1 = 70 s. Despite the proximity of the initial parameter p 0 to the optimal parameter p * , the predicted polhode deviates greatly from the true polhode. It is evident from Figure 8 that the constrained solution to Equation 32, resulting in the optimal parameter p * , is adequate for propagating target angular velocities to the future, whereas the initialization solution method in Section IV C is not. the polhode is predicted beyond the time of the final sampled angular velocity t N −1 = 18 s.
V. Implementation and Results
A. Data Acquisition
International Space Station
Data from the ISS was obtained using the Synchronized Position Hold Engage and Reorient Experimental Satellites (SPHERES) laboratory ( [18] ). The position and orientation accuracy of the onboard "global metrology" system, which uses ultrasonic beacons to deduce position and orientation is nominally 1 cm and 3
• respectively. Three Systron Donner BEI Gyrochip II single-axis rate gyroscopes are orthogonally mounted in the SPHERES geometric frame G s and used to measure angular velocity. Stereoscopic image data was obtained using the Visual Estimation for Relative Tracking and Inspection of Generic Objects (VERTIGO) Goggles, a hardware addition to the SPHERES satellites that enables vision-based navigation research in the 6-DOF, microgravity environment on the ISS [10, 19] ). The major components of the SPHERES-VERTIGO test platform are shown in Figure 10 .
The experimental data presented herein was collected during SPHERES Test Session #53 on January 24 th , 2014. One SPHERES satellite with attached VERTIGO Goggles was given the role of inspector, and another was given the role of target. The target satellite was equipped with stickers (see Figure 10) , adding texture to the satellite to aid in natural feature detection ( [10] ). All data was logged at 5 Hz, except for the stereo images in Test Session #53, which were logged at 2 Hz.
Simulation
Dynamics simulation is performed using the SPHERES simulation, which uses a combination of MATLAB, Simulink, and C code compiled as binary MATLAB executable (MEX) files [20] . Visual simulation is performed in the Blender 3D modeling and animation software [21] . Inspired by a scene from the film Interstellar, the visual model chosen for the target in this simulation is the Endurance spacecraft from the film which resembles a short, wide ring (see Figure 11 ) with approximately axis-symmetric inertia ratios (AS 1 ). Blender's Python interface is used to command the poses of the target and the inspector and generate a sequence of grayscale stereo images.
B. Experimental Design
The inertia of the SPHERES satellites differs slightly along each principal axis; therefore, the SPHERES platform is used to test the algorithms herein for a target with tri-axial inertia symmetry. Fig. 11 The Endurance spacecraft rendered using Blender.
The SPHERES simulation [20] allows customized inertia tensors to be input for dynamics simulation;
therefore it is used to test the algorithms herein for a target with axis-symmetric inertia symmetry.
Because of natural energy dissipation, most resident space objects will tend to rotate with low energy LE rotations. However, as can be seen in Figure 2 , apart from the direction of evolution, high energy HE polhodes strongly resemble low energy LE polhodes. Therefore, without loss of generality, low energy polhodes are tested herein.
Tri-Axial Test
For the tri-axial test, a target SPHERES satellite's orientation is commanded to emulate a passive intermediate axis spin with small off-axis components, using the CAD-determined SPHERES inertia ratios; specifically, the initial angular velocity of this spin is [0.5 10.0 0.5] rpm, and the CADdetermined inertia ratios are J 1 = 1.1990 and J 2 = 1.1642. Once the thrusters properly establish the spin, orientation control is removed from the target satellite and it is allowed to rotate passively.
The inspector is commanded to point toward the centroid of the target using visual measurements of bearing, but is allowed to freely circumnavigate the target.
Axis-Symmetric Test
For the axis-symmetric test, the inspector is made to circumnavigate the target satellite in a free-orbit ellipse. Inspector orientation is again controlled using visual measurements of bearing to the target. The orientation of the target is commanded to emulate a low energy, torque-free, major axis spin with small off-axis components, using the inertia ratios of a short ring with a large radius; specifically, the initial angular velocity of this spin is [4.0 1.0 1.0] rpm, and the inertia ratios are J 1 = 1.8534 and J 2 = 1 (axis-symmetric inertia symmetry).
C. Implementation
When visual inspection of an uncooperative target is performed, the trajectory estimation and mapping algorithms, described in [16] and implemented in C++ using the publicly available GTSAM 4.0 library [22] , are used. These algorithms provide the rotation estimates necessary for calculation of G ω B i and W ω B i (for use in principal axes estimation and initialization respectively).
The inertial properties estimation algorithm is implemented in MATLAB (see [23] for source code). It can accept visual measurements of an uncooperative target or gyroscope measurements from a cooperative target. A moving average G ω avgi of the preceding N buf f = 5 angular velocities is used as a reference for the expected change in angular velocity from time step to time step. For angular velocities within N buf f time steps of the last valid measurement, the following tests are performed to ensure that large, erroneous jumps in angular velocity are rejected.
Polhode data that passes these tests is then used to estimate the principal axes and inertia ratios.
For tri-axial inertia symmetry, the polhode prediction error is evaluated at the optimal parameter p * calculated for each constraint (α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 ), and the solution with the lowest cost is retained.
The optimal inertia ratios {J 1 (p * ) , J 2 (p * )} are calculated and used to obtain the approximate 
D. Results
In this section, scalar errors in estimated angular velocity ω are given by the Euclidean norm, whereas errors in orientation R are presented either as vectors or scalars.
where ω and R are the ground truth values of angular velocity and orientation respectively.
Cooperative Tri-Axial Target
Using the gyroscope measurements of target angular velocity ). This local fitting technique is suggested for any on-orbit object that undergoes significant external perturbations during the course of observation. Table 1 shows the results of the analysis, with the optimal rotation separated into its angle-axis
The consensus values indicate that in this test, the SPHERES geometric frame G s is a good approximation to its body frame B, estimated to be misaligned by only 3.9
• , predominantly about the y-axis. The consensus values for inertia ratios are closest to those previously estimated by
Eslinger [24] , and further from those estimated by Tweddle [10] . It is likely that the discrepancy can be explained by the amount of CO 2 remaining in the tank in each test (149 g-156 g of the maximum 172 g CO 2 herein; not logged in [10] ). To test this theory, the procedure outlined above was run on gyroscope data from the interval in which visual estimation was performed by Tweddle [10] . The estimates, summarized in Table 2 , are a better match to Tweddle's, supporting the theory that the Table 2 Comparison of inertial properties estimation results using data from Tweddle [10] . inertia of the target SPHERES satellite was altered as a result of less CO 2 in the tanks during
Tweddle's test [10] .
The consensus values listed in Table 1 are considered the most accurate measurement of inertial properties. Thus these estimates are used as ground truth herein for the target SPHERES satellite, including to correct target angular velocities, which are otherwise measured by gyroscopes in the SPHERES geometric frame (
Uncooperative Tri-Axial Target
A visual polhode estimate from the test described in Section V B 1 is used to validate inertial properties estimation of an uncooperative tri-axial target. A summary of the results of inertial properties estimation algorithm is shown in Figure 13 . Estimated body axes and conic fits are shown on the left. The aligned measurements, shown in purple, agree with the true, gyroscope measured, polhode shown in cyan. This validates that the polhode can be measured visually and properly aligned. The estimated inertia ratios J * 1 = 1.2156 and J * 2 = 1.1564, whose errors are shown in Table 3 , are used to create an analytical motion model and generate the optimally fit polhode.
The true body angular velocity ω 1 at times overshoots and at times undershoots the constant energy solution, corroborating the fuel sloshing effect seen in Section V D 1. The error between the modeled polhode and that measured by the onboard gyroscopes is shown in magenta in Figure 14 , and has an average magnitude of 2.7
• /s; the target SPHERES satellite is rotating at ∼60
• /s. This minimal error is indication that the principal axes were properly aligned.
Uncooperative Axis-Symmetric Target
A visual polhode estimate from the test described in Section V B 2 is used to validate inertial properties estimation of an uncooperative axis-symmetric target. A summary of the results of inertial properties estimation algorithm is shown in Figure 15 . Again, the aligned and optimally fit polhodes are in agreement with the ground truth. The errors in inertial properties estimation are shown in Table 4 . The inertia ratio J 1 is estimated to an accuracy of 1.7×10 −3 ; since the polhode Table 3 Errors in optimal estimates of inertia ratios in the uncooperative tri-axial target test.
Variable

Consensus value Estimated value Error magnitude
Inertia ratio J1 is correctly recognized to be that of an axis-symmetric body, the inertia ratio J 2 = 1 is determined • /s respectively per 91.4 minute orbit, which is likely to be acceptable for initial planning of an approach trajectory.
E. Computational Performance and Convergence
The inertial properties estimation is performed in MATLAB on an Intel Core i7-3630QM 2.4
GHz laptop running Windows 8.1, with 4 cores and 16GB of RAM. At the final time step, inertial properties estimation took 22.6 s for the tri-axial test and 0.209 s for the axis-symmetric test.
Inertial properties estimation is more computationally intensive for tri-axial inertia symmetry than for axis-symmetric inertia symmetry mainly because the evaluation of the cost in Equation 32 uses Jacobi elliptic functions in the tri-axial case, and circular functions in the axis-symmetric case;
in tests, the elliptic functions ellipj evaluated as much as 4500× more slowly than the circular functions sin and cos in MATLAB. The computation time for tri-axial inertia symmetry would likely decrease significantly using the Boost library Jacobi elliptic functions [26] in C++.
Convergence and computation times for the tri-axial test are shown in Figure 17 . Since the optimization routine uses all available angular velocity measurements, the batch computation time refers to the time required to calculate inertial properties using data from image 1 to the image number on the x-axis. For the first 25 images, the polhode is classified as single-axis. The inertia ratios begin to converge at image 141 after slightly over half a polhode period has been observed (a quarter period T = 28.4 s was estimated in Section V D 2) and the rotation is correctly classified as low energy with tri-axial inertia symmetry. This makes intuitive sense, since after 2T the polhode has traversed half of an ellipse about the major or minor axis; all subsequent polhode evolution is a periodic repetition of this motion.
Convergence and computation times for the axis-symmetric test are shown in Figure 18 . Principal axes optimization converges abruptly when the inertia symmetry is identified as axis-symmetric at image 65. At this point, slightly over three quarters of a period of the polhode has been observed (the true period is T = 17.6 s). The error |δθ 1 | remains high since principal axes orientation is unobservable in this direction. Accurate inertia ratio estimation is infeasible until principal axes optimization converges. Once it has identified that the rotation is axis-symmetric, the error in J 2 decreases to zero and the error in J 1 also begins to decrease.
VI. Conclusions
This paper shows that for a passive target, the parameters required to form a motion model capable of predicting its orientation and angular velocity into the future are always observable.
When the target undergoes single-axis rotation, its motion model is dependent only on its initial angular velocity and orientation. As a result, its principal axes and inertia ratios are unobservable in this case. When the target undergoes multi-axis rotation, its motion model depends on its principal axes and inertia ratios. When the target has axis-symmetric inertia symmetry, its inertia ratios and the principal axis about which it is nutating are observable; its "principal plane" in which its other two principal axes lie, is also observable, although the specific orientation of these axes in this plane is ambiguous. When the target has tri-axial inertia symmetry, its inertia ratios are observable as well as all three principal axes.
The algorithms developed herein are applicable to passive cooperative or uncooperative satellites or natural bodies. In the case of a cooperative satellite, angular velocities may be obtained using gyroscopes and orientations may be obtained using a star tracker; in the case of an uncooperative satellite or natural body, angular velocities and orientations may be obtained visually using techniques described in [16] .
